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Abstract 
Bugis wedding tradition has shown a massive acculturation of Islam and local 
tradition from many phases of the tradition. To find out the acculturation historically, 
the research was focused on three research focuses namely the historical perspective 
of the acculturation of Islam and local culture in Bugis pre-wedding tradition, 
wedding, and after wedding. The research indicates that acculturation of Islam and 
local tradition takes place when sarak (Islamic law) was accommodated in 
pangngaderreng. Consequently, there are many forms of acculturation of Islam and 
local tradition in Bugis wedding tradition in Bugis pre-wedding tradition, wedding, 
and after wedding in form of mutual dialogue of the both along the historical 
perspective.  
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A. INTRODUCTION 
   Islam is a normative aspect that comes from the God to human being. 
Consequently, the displacement of Islam from God that is naturally abstract to human 
being that is naturally concrete requires acculturation of Islam as normative value and 
local culture as historical value. The acculturation Islam and local culture, hence, 
means a synthesis of two or some elements that finally provides a typical local culture 
that is characterized by Islamic values.    
 Historically, acculturation is a success of widely spread of Islam in Nusantara, 
the former name of Indonesia, in 17
th
 century. The existence of Islam as a religious 
teaching must not be disruptive to the local culture. On the contrary, it engages the 
local culture in the spectrum of universal values that can acculturate the both of them 
like justice, humanity, similarity, and so forth. The universalism of Islam is 
introduced by Qardawy by dividing it into some characteristics namely, 1) deity 
(rabbaniyah), 2) totality (syumul), 3) moderate (wasatiyah), 4) reality (waqiiyyah), 5) 
permanent and elastic (al-tsabat wa al-murunah).
1
 These characteristics finally 
characterize Islam as a religion, both concept and implementation. As a concept, its 
implementation can be perceived from the existence of Islam in Indonesia as 
described by Shihab, by interpreting the analysis of Hocker etc.,  that Islam in 
Indonesia is the implementation of Islamic values that have been associated by the 
existing culture that makes it different from those in the Middle East as the early 
original of Islam.
2
   
Bugis is the biggest tribe in South Sulawesi that occupy some regencies like 
Bone, Soppeng, Wajo, Barru, Sidrap, Pangkep, Parepare, Sinjai, and Bulukumba. 
Bugis is tribe that has many unique traditions including in wedding tradition. Bugis 
wedding tradition is a tradition that can empirically reflect the acculturation of Islam 
and local culture. The tradition, historically, has experienced many changes and 
adjustments in the spectrum of the acculturation of Islam and local culture. The 
changes and adjustments, of course, can be identified historically by exploring the 
Bugis wedding tradition from the early come of Islam up to the present.  
To explore the acculturation of Islam and the local culture in Bugis wedding 
tradition, the writer has conducted a research in three regencies that are occupied by 
Bugis tribe namely Bone, Soppeng, and Wajo by using interview, observation, and 
documentation from June to November 2016. The research was focused on three 
research focuses namely 1) the historical perspective of  the acculturation of Islam 
and local culture in Bugis pre-wedding tradition, 2) the historical perspective of  the 
acculturation of Islam and local culture in Bugis wedding tradition, 3) and the 
historical perspective of the acculturation of Islam and local culture in Bugis after 
wedding tradition. 
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B. DISCUSSION 
1. Acculturation of Islam and Local Culture: Opportunity and Challenge 
Culture as a value that relates to the daily life of a community can be 
interpreted as a reputation symbol that is applied in their daily social interaction. 
Therefore, culture relates closely to their socio-psychological condition where the 
culture can be a stepping stone to have the socio-psychological condition of a 
community including to introduce a new value that is relatively different from the 
culture. The more the socio-psychological condition is accommodated the more 
attention of the community where the existing culture belongs to can be taken.  
The above concept of acculturation strategy has been applied by many 
organizations like Nahdatul Ulama, the oldest and the biggest social organization in 
Indonesia, that offers there concepts, as they are described by Siradj, where the 
acculturation must be grounded namely, a) Islam is oriented to be mercy for the 
whole universe (rahmatan lil alamin). In this position, Islam is interpreted to have 
universal values that are worthy and applicable to all creatures all over the world, b) 
the presence of Islam does not substitute the existing culture because it an avoidable 
phenomenon, c) and the reality of life must be viewed as a substantive phenomenon 
that is functional and open-minded.
3
 The way to perceive Islam as a text that is not 
different from the context means that Islamic value as a text must be able to associate 
with the existing context where the Islamic values to apply. In other word, Islam is 
not existing in the vacuum but it is existing in a social context that is massive with 
dynamically social phenomenon.  
The acculturation of Islam and local culture will always become a unique 
object of discussion among scholars. Opportunity and challenge toward the 
acculturation due to the dynamical characteristics of the both. Islam as normative 
values has dogmatic characteristics that tend to be taken for granted (under-standing). 
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Meanwhile, local culture as social values has dialogical characteristics that tend to be 
taken through dialogue (inter-standing). Responding the opportunity of the 
acculturation of Islam and local culture, Anbary states that acculturation has inspired 
the early progress of Islam in Indonesia. Human beings tend to perceived new values 
that are processed their logical perspective. Islamic values will be easy to be 
perceived by adjusting them with local culture that relates closely to their logical 
perspective. 
4
 If the spirit of acculturation has inspired the early progress of Islam in 
Indonesia, it is an opportunity for the effort because it has structured as frame, both 
individually and collectively.  
In line with the challenge, Arabic oriented in perceiving Islamic value 
implementation tends to form exclusive-minded perception to perceive the 
acculturation of Islam and local culture. Using the slogan of purification, some 
Muslims declare to have legitimacy to be over rational and puritanical by forgetting 
about the emotional aspects and traditions that developed in the community. The 
exclusive-minded perception does not see the dimension of the historical, social, 
cultural, and ethnic of the acculturation. It tends to impose a single interpretation of 
an object. Even the exclusive-minded perception are more concerned in looking at the 
culture of a textual approach that projected in the language space that is limited 
according the rules of the language and tends to repeat something old. While 
contextual approach that goes beyond the boundaries of scientific reasoning tends to 
be ignored.  
The acculturation of Islam and local culture in Bugis tribe, according to 
Moschis etc., has found its moment when pangngaderreng in its position as social 
frame that has a force control accommodated sarak (Islamic law). Consequently, 
acculturation of Islam and local culture can be identified when the individual 
obligation as a personal religious obligation, harmonizes the demands of Islam to the 
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existing tradition. At the same time, local culture has already outlined reward and 
punishment in an effort to maintain the attitude and behavior of the Bugis tribe. In 
that position, Islam has obtained its chance to go into the social system. This process 




The acculturation of Islam and local culture finally can be identified as a 
natural process that reflects the mission of Islam as mercy for the whole universe 
(rahmatan lil alamin). The statement can be confirmed in a familiar rule of Ushul 
Fiqh : 
 ِحَلمصَلأا ِدميِدَلجِبا ُذ مخَلأاَو ِحِلاَصلا ِميِْدَقلا ىَلَع ُةَظََفاُلمحا 
 The above rule of Ushul Fiqh  indicates that the existing local culture, as long 
as those are not contradicted to the Islamic values, must be accommodated as a part 
of Islamic culture.   
2. Bugis Wedding Tradition 
Bugis wedding tradition is a tradition that is preserved by the community of 
Bugis tribe hereditary. For them, marriage as the purpose of wedding tradition can 
symbolize their reputation as a community. Hence, they use marriage as a symbol of 
their fight in life through their three familiar principles namely a) cappa lilla 
(intelligence), b) cappa kawali (bravery), c) and cappa orowanewe (marriage).
6
  In 
addition, Bugis wedding tradition is an object to perceive how a community 
appreciates another community based on the social stratum in form of the flow of 
wedding tradition. The higher level where the community is the more appreciation 
that must be applied in the flow of wedding tradition. On the contrary, the lower level 
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where the community is the less appreciation that must be applied in the flow of 
wedding tradition.  
Bugis wedding tradition, systematically, can be divided into three phases 
namely, pre-wedding, wedding, and after wedding that can be explained in the 
following: 
a. Pre-wedding 
Pre-wedding as the first phase in Bugis wedding tradition is started by 
choosing the worthy bride to be by the groom to be with his family and relative.  The 
process indicates that they treat wedding tradition is a holy tradition that must be 
prepared seriously. In other word, wedding is treated as implementation of their 
worship to God. Hence, to choose the worthy bride to be, the groom to be with his 
family and relative usually refer to some principles, as described by Makkulawu, like, 
1) choosing a mate with more priority to the relatives, both paternal and maternal, are 
first cousins (massappo siseng), second cousin (massapo kadua) or third cousins 
(massappo katellu), 2) choosing a mate from the same social stratum, 3) choosing a 
mate from the same tribe and religion, 4) and choosing a mate based on the decision 
of the parents or the elder ones of the relative so that freedom to choose a mate 
between the young couple, both of the men and women, occurs only a fraction. 
7
 
After deciding the worthy bride to be, there are still some steps to do in order 
to assure the groom to be with his family and relative that their decision is the right 
decision. The steps are paita where the groom to be with his family and relative carry 
out a following observation about the bride to be, mammanu'-manu'  where the groom 
to be with his family and relative carry out an approach to the family and relative of 
bride to be whether or not they show a positive response to the  groom to be with his 
family and relative. This phase (mammanu’-manu’) is usually called mappese'-pese', 
mappau ri boko tange' , mabbalawo cici, mabbaja laleng.  
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When groom to be with his family and relative find that the family and 
relative of bride to be show a positive response to them, they come to the next step 
namely madduta. In the process of madduta, a unique communication among 
padduta that is the delegation of bride to be and toriaddutai  that is the delegation of 
bride to be takes place by using some refined language that can be perceived in the 
following: 
Ia essoé engkawa massibawa passullé watang kalé polé ri tomatuwa 
malebbitta … 
Mannessa ripallawangetta temmalinrung ri séséta kupangolo pengadereng 
akka ajé makkatta  
Unga rupa mapparellu ile mata mabbiritta tiwi biritta madécéng punnangi 
akkatta maraja 
Maéloni ripakasse ri pasiarekeng rio rennu wali-wali kuammengngi aja' na 
magampang polé tau maélo mapakatulu-tulu 
Anging maélo mappakabiling-piling nakarena engkata maélo 
pasilorongengngi wélarengngé ana orowanéna … sibawa ana makkunraitta 
riasengngé … naparelluna namanessa medécéngni kapang ripajajian 
tampué. 
Natabbakka ungaé natallé buana napada riassitangngari anré matata 




(Today, we represent our respected elder parents, it is clear and there is not 
anything that is confidential between us. We came according to custom order 
for one purpose. Our arrival to the face and eyes bright eyes had something 
intentions and a noble purpose that we would confirm the agreement of both 
sides we crave, so that no one can break the agreement, discordant voices which 
can be misleading, because we will unite two different types, namely man 
named (the name of the groom to be) with a woman named (the name of the 
bride to be). Hence, there should be clear agreement to realize what we aspire 
together. May the flowers that have bloomed could be the fruit so we agreed to 
accomplish things that pertain in the heart and then we made an agreement on 
matters related to the wedding) 
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After having the agreement from the family and relative of bride through their 
delegation, the delegation of groom to be give some gifts that is usually called 
pattenre ada like 1) a modeled pumpkin, 2) seven brown sugars, 3) five liters rice, 4) 
a modeled banana cake (rokok utti), 5) a coconut sprout (kaluku cokko), 6) and seven 
eggs.
9
 The next steps in Bugis wedding tradition, especially in pre-wedding phase, 
are mattampa where both the groom and the bride invite their family relative and 
friends to attend the wedding party, mabbaruga where both the groom and the bride 
set up a tent in front of or next to the house as a place of the wedding party process 
and receive guests at the wedding party, mappasau where both the groom and the 
bride are steamed to cure them of all diseases so it looks fresh when sitting side by 
side at the wedding party, mappassili  where both the groom and the bride are 
protected from any negative influences in form metaphysical disruption, and 
mappacci where both the groom and the bride are given henna leaves for  
sanctification. The importance of mappacci as a tradition in Bugis wedding tradition 
has been described in Bugis wise words in the following: 
Mappacci iyyanaritu gau ripakkeonroi nallari ade, mancaji gau mabbiasa, 




(Mappacci is a tradtion that is the implementation of local culture (ade). It is a 
process that consists of many symbolic benefits for holy purposes. The 
blessing of will come) 
 
b. Wedding 
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Wedding ceremony as the peak ceremony in the Bugis wedding tradition 
consists of some phases namely, 1) the bride with her family and relative early 
prepare everything to wait for the arrival of the groom with his family and relative 
where in Bugis wedding tradition is called "madduppa botting", 2) the groom with his  
family and relative also experience the case where they go to the house of the bride 
by preparing complete luggage that is called “leko” and “walasuji”. The “leko” and 
“walasuji” are the additional gift of the groom to the bride beside dowry as a 
normative requirement to the legal flow of the marriage.  In this process, the groom is 
accompanied by family, relative, friends, etc. that are called in  Bugis wedding 
tradition as  "pampawa botting", 3) after the execution of the ceremony (akad)  there 
is also a show called "mappasiluka” or “mappasikarawa" means the holy ablution 
(wudhu) of the bride is cancelled by the groom in form of   shaking hand each other 
as a sign already validity relationship as husband and wife. At this point the "inang 
botting" of the woman and "amang botting" of the men pray in order to provide 
family in sakinah, mawaddah, wa rahmah, 4) after the event, both the groom and the 
bride, go out of the room to meet with parents to convey an apology, beg blessing so 
that all the mistakes, the sins and iniquities are forgiven so they can live happy, 
prosperous, secure, and peaceful world hereafter. In Bugis called "mellau 
addampeng" , 5) after the event, both were escorted to the baruga to sit side by side 
at the top of the aisle who witness the guests who are invited to attend. The wedding 
process is finally closed by a tradition that is called “mapparola” where the groom 




c. After wedding 
After the wedding, there are still some traditions to apply like massita baiseng 
where the family and the relative of the groom visit the house of the bride by driving 
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a parcel with the intention to introduce each other close family, massiara kubburu 
where the groom and the bride, as well as their family and relative for each, visit the 
grave of the ancestors, and cemme-cemme where where the groom and the bride, as 
well as their family and relative for each, to take a bath in the swimming pool for 
refreshing after the wedding tradition. 
12
 
3. The Acculturation of Islam and Local Culture in Bugis Wedding 
Tradition: A Historical Perspective 
Acculturation of Islam and local culture has undergone an intense process, 
especially in the context of Indonesia. The embryo of the acculturation process begun 
with the birth of reception in complex theory as proposed by L.W.C. Van Den Breg. 
According to this theory, Islamic law was fully accepted by the Muslim force since 
the Islamic empire until the early days of the VOC, when the Dutch still did not 
interfere all the legal issues in society. In its development, the theory of reception in 
complex was substituted by receptio theory that was put forward by Cristian Snouk 
Hurgronye
13
 and started by Corenlis Van Vallonhoven that essentially recommends 
that the law applicable after the desired or accepted by local law. Consequently, local 
law is above the Islamic law so that the implementation of Islamic law can only be 
implemented after an adjustment with local law. Over time shift, the development of 
Islamic law becomes more exciting after the birth of a canirario receptio theory that 
imposes the reverse of receptio theory namely that the common law will be enforced 
if it does not conflict with Islamic law. With this latter theory, the Islamic law so it 
has space to move more freely. 
14
 
Sarak as the representation of Islamic values and ade’ as the representation of 
local culture associate each other in all life aspects of Bugis community. Responding 
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this phenomenon, Rahman reflects the historical relationship between Sarak as the 
representation of Islamic values and ade’ in pangngaderreng as the representation of 
local culture by stating that as the supreme philosophy of the community of Bugis 
until the conquest of the whole land of Bugis in 1906, the first element consists of 
only four namely warik (kingdom protocol), ade’ (local culture),  bicara (the legal 
system), and rapang (comparison) then turned into five. This is to accommodate the 
receipt of Islam as a way of life. Systems are confirmed pangngaderreng established 
on warik (kingdom protocol), ade’ (local culture), bicara (the legal system), rapang 
(comparison), and sarak (Islamic law).
15
  
The above historical perspective indicates that the accommodation of sarak 
(Islamic law) to be a part of pangngaderreng  transforms the Bugis tribe into a model 
of acculturation between the four existing elements of local culture that are adjusted 
to the warik (kingdom protocol), ade’ (local culture), bicara (the legal system), and 
rapang (comparison) into Islam as a religion that is represented by sarak (Islamic 
law). In its implementation, the four elements namely warik (kingdom protocol), ade’ 
(local culture), bicara (the legal system), and rapang (comparison) were controlled 
by the kingdom meanwhile another element of pangngaderreng   namely sarak 
(Islamic law) was controlled by Moslem scholars like panrita, qadi, imam, khatib, or 
doja. The function of sarak (Islamic law) at that time namely to take place as an 
instrument of judiciary institution that is also to accompany the executive institution 
to manage the kingdom.
16
 It implies that canirario receptio theory that imposes the 
reverse of receptio theory namely that the common law will be enforced if it does not 
conflict with Islamic law was used when sarak (Islamic law) was accommodated as 
an element of pangngaderreng.  
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In line with the acculturation of Islam and local culture in Bugis wedding 
tradition as a historical perspective, it can be perceived that Bugis wedding tradition 
before the presence of Islam is different from this after the presence of Islam. Before 
the presence of Islam, Bugis wedding tradition was led by SanroWanua, a person that 
was trusted to lead all tradition activities in the spectrum of local culture (ade). Of 
course, Bugis wedding tradition at that time was different from the Bugis wedding 
tradition that has been characterized by Islamic values. Even though the early Bugis 
wedding tradition before the presence of Islam was only characterized by the the four 
elements namely warik (kingdom protocol), ade’ (local culture), bicara (the legal 
system), and rapang (comparison), the Bugis community has former belief that is 
called attoriolong, a normative local culture that connected them to the Dewata 
Seuwwae. In addition, the Bugis community maintain what they call siri’ (reputation). 
The embryo of attoriolong and siri’ finally transforms the Bugis wedding tradition 
into the acculturation of Islam and local culture.  
Bugis wedding tradition before the presence of Islam used the attoriolong as 
the magnum opus of the wedding tradition where Dewata Seuwwae became the vow 
object of the wedding. Of course, it is different from the Islamic values that are 
focused on tauhid principle. For the reason, the presence of Islam in Bugis 
community requires the wedding tradition must be adjusted to the tauhid principle. 
Substantially, as he pillars and the legitimate requirements of marriage in Islam have 
been incorporated in culture the wedding party can be perceived as legal process that 
is constructed through the acculturation of Islam and local culture.  
In Bugis pre-wedding tradition, the historical perspective of the acculturation 
of Islam and local culture can be identified in 1) choosing a mate with more priority 
to the relatives, both paternal and maternal, are first cousins (massappo siseng), 
second cousin (massapo kadua) or third cousins (massappo katellu), 2) choosing a 
mate from the same social stratum, 3) and choosing a mate from the same tribe and 
religion as there are applied in pre-wedding tradition as consideration of the groom to 
be with his family and relative. According to Latif, choosing bride to be in Bugis 
tribe based on relative relationship, both paternal and maternal, social stratum, and 
religion basically does not contradict to Islamic values even those are what Islam 
recommends in a concept that’s is called kufu. 17 Historically, before the presence of 
Islam, choosing a mate from the same social stratum was implemented based on 
social stratum as proposed by local culture namely nobleman (arung), knight (tau 
warani) , scholar (tau acca), and slave (ata). Consequently, slave (ata) as the 
community that is treated as the bottom of the Bugis social stratum does not have 
chance to marry the one from the other part social stratum consisting of nobleman 
(arung), knight (tau warani). The presence of Islam that brings similarity (al-
musawat) among people, finally, accommodate mutual respect among the social 
stratums including in wedding tradition. In addition, mammanu’-manu’ that is also 
usually called mappese'-pese', mappau ri boko tange' , mabbalawo cici, mabbaja 
laleng before the presence of Islam was usually by showing power to force the bride 
to be with her family and relative to accept the groom to be is not exist anymore by 
the presence of Islam that teaches about mutual respect. Responding this, Ahmad 
states that what the Bugis tribe maintain as sipakainge, sipakatau, and sipakalebbi 
that are basically teach about mutual respect are the influence of the acculturation of 
Islam and local culture. 
18
  
In Bugis wedding tradition, the historical perspective of the acculturation of 
Islam and local culture can be identified in delivering religious speech after finishing 
the process of "mellau addampeng" of the groom and the bride to the parents of the 
bride. As the researcher observes, the acculturation of Islam and local culture by 
delivering religious speech is different among the three regencies namely Bone, 
Soppeng, and Wajo. In Soppeng and Wajo, delivering religious speech looks 
effective because all people focus to have the religious message where there are not 
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any activities during the speech. On the contrary, delivering speech in Bone looks 
ineffective because it is conducted in the same time where the other activities, having 
meal for instance, take place. According to Rustan, historically, before the presence 
of Islam, there was a tradition that looks like delivering speech namely by giving holy 
messages to the groom and his bride based on the local wisdom existing in Bugis 
tribe. By the acculturation of Islam and local culture, the speech delivery is delivered 
by combining Islamic religious nourishment and local wisdom of Bugis. 
19
 
In Bugis after wedding tradition, the historical perspective of the acculturation 
of Islam and local culture can be identified in some traditions like massiara kubburu 
where the groom and the bride, as well as their family and relative for each, visit the 
grave of the ancestors. According to Arifin Sahaka, massiara kubburu basically was 
conducted before the presence of Islam under spirit of family relationship. The 




Bugis wedding tradition has shown a massive acculturation of Islam and local 
tradition from many phases of the tradition. In pre-wedding tradition, the historical 
perspective of the acculturation can be identified in choosing the bride to be that was 
firstly based on injustice social stratum in to similarity principles as recommend by 
Islam. In wedding tradition, the historical perspective of the acculturation can be 
identified in speech delivery that was firstly only consisted of local wisdom existing 
in Bugis tribe into a speech delivery that is nourished by Islamic messages and the 
local wisdom. As for after wedding tradition, massiara kubburu’ is closing activities 
that was firstly conducted based on culture is then developed by adjusting it to 
Islamic values.  
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